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Figure 1 St. John at Ephesos, plan of 

Justinian’s church at ground level, showing 

building phases and surviving vault 

fragments (drawing by the author and 

Carolina Vasilikou)



nikolaos karydis
University of Kent

The Vaults of St. John the Theologian at 
Ephesos
Visualizing Justinian’s Church

Ever since the first excavation of the remains of the 
church of St. John the Theologian on the hill of 
 Ayasoluk, the reconstruction of the vaulted, sixth-

century phase of the monument has been a major challenge 
in the field of early Byzantine architecture. This is partly due 
to the historic significance of the building. According to the 
contemporary account of Procopius, the church, rebuilt and 
enlarged under the auspices of Justinian, constituted the 
Ephesian counterpart to the Constantinopolitan church of 
the Holy Apostles.1 It was later to become the heart of medi-
eval Ephesos and one of the most important pilgrimage 
churches in Asia Minor.2 Besides its historical interest, the 
reconstruction of St. John’s has a great significance for the 
study of early Byzantine vaulting technology. Indeed, recon-
struction offers the only opportunity to recapture the form 
of the enormous brick vaults of the church, which are now 
lost. These sophisticated vaults, which seem to have survived 
in an earthquake-prone area for more than eight centuries, 
constitute a remarkable feat of structural engineering.3 They 
must have been a highly innovative structure, erected at a 
time when most churches were timber-roofed.

The task of accurate and reasoned reconstruction 
through the scrutiny of archaeological evidence is more 
demanding than it may initially appear, in spite of the system-
atic exploration of the monument since its discovery in 1921. 
Eight decades of excavation and survey have made the ground 
plan of the aisled cruciform church as well as the footprint of 
its atrium, baptistery and skeuophylakion mostly clear 
( Figure 1).4 Some parts have even become the object of full-
scale physical reconstruction (Figure 2). In addition to this, 
Hans Hörmann, Mustafa Büyükkolancı, and Andreas Thiel 
have shed light on the building phases that preceded Justini-
an’s vaulted church.5 Still, in spite of several attempts at 
graphic reconstruction, our knowledge of the original form 
of the sixth-century church is limited. The major obstacle lies 
in the reconstruction of the vaults: the fragmentary nature 
and scarcity of their remains complicate their visualization.

The diversity of ways in which these vaults have been 
reconstructed during the last sixty years echoes the limited 
information available to the authors. Hörmann visualized the 
monument with six major full domes on pendentives.6 He 
also envisioned five smaller cupolas over the west gallery and 
identical barrel vaults covering lateral aisles and galleries. 
This vaulting pattern and the massive flying buttresses abut-
ting a continuous dome base are some of the highly idiomatic 
elements of a reconstructed form that can claim only a vague 
kinship to the surviving vaulted churches of the period of 
Justinian.
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Hugh Plommer revised this reconstruction based on 
stylistic criteria, representing the buttresses with sloping tops 
and modifying the proportions of the interior, but did not 
challenge the way in which Hörmann visualized the vaults.7 
Paolo Verzone was the first to do this, raising the possibility 
that the major bays were covered by pendentive domes rather 
than by full domes on pendentives.8 In spite of the similar 
names and their common spherical nature, these two types 
of vaults are quite different, mainly in the geometrical form 
of the area above the level of the pendentives. In a pendentive 
dome, this area consists of a shallow spherical dome that 
shares the curvature of the pendentives. In other words, 
dome and pendentives belong to the same spherical surface. 
In contrast, in a dome on pendentives, the corresponding 
area constitutes a full hemispherical dome built on a smaller 
diameter than that of the pendentives beneath it. Thus, the 
profile of a pendentive dome is flatter than the one of a full 
dome on pendentives. By substituting Hörmann’s domes 
on pendentives with a series of pendentive domes, Verzone 

decreased the vertical emphasis of each bay. Verzone invites 
his reader to imagine a space that is at the same time less 
compartmentalized and more unified than the one featured 
in Hörmann’s publication. However, Verzone overlooked 
the structural implications of his theory. Indeed, the repeti-
tive use of pendentive domes would have required the build-
ers to tackle serious constructional challenges: given its 
shallower profile and larger diameter, a pendentive dome 
exerts greater lateral thrusts on its supports than those of a 
dome of pendentives with the same span. In addition to this, 
the flatness of the shallow crown of a pendentive dome and 
the unavoidably steep pitch of its brick courses increase the 
need of formwork during construction. Unfortunately, Ver-
zone hardly investigates the sophisticated technology and 
constructional expertise employed in St. John. In addition 
to this, his proposal lacked adequate substantiation as well 
as the drawings necessary to illustrate his daring hypothesis. 
As a result, its influence on other scholars was limited. 
Indeed, Alfons Maria Schneider and Mustafa Büyükkolancı  

Figure 2 St. John at Ephesos, general view of the remains from the chancel, looking west (author’s photo)
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questioned the substance of some aspects of Hörmann’s 
 proposal (notably the flying buttresses and the small domes 
over the west gallery), and suggested that the central dome 
may have been more prominent than the domes over the 
cross arms.9 Still, they overlooked Verzone’s proposal, con-
tinuing to envision St. John’s main vaults as full domes on 
pendentives.

A recent challenge to this assumption came from 
Andreas Thiel.10 In a graphic reconstruction whose clarity 
and exhaustiveness compete with Hörmann’s, Thiel repre-
sented Justinian’s church with a full dome over the crossing 
and five pendentive domes surmounting the cross arms. 
Thiel’s solitary, fenestrated hemispherical dome in the center 
had appeared in earlier reconstruction proposals. But it is 
only in Thiel’s proposal that this dome, surrounded by shal-
lower vaults, makes the crossing the indisputable climax of 
the design.

Examination of these proposals leaves a series of ques-
tions unanswered. For instance, we are in doubt whether to 
visualize the principal vaults as domes on pendentives or pen-
dentive domes. Indeed, none of the authors has offered 
 conclusive evidence for one of these two vaults. If the form 
of the primary vaults remains conjectural, their inner struc-
ture is unknown. The representation of vaults in the existing 
scholarship is invariably skin-deep: reconstruction drawings 
do not provide any information about brick patterns. This 
lacuna, reflecting the tendency to focus on geometry and 
form as opposed to structure, is all the more serious given the 
sophistication of early Byzantine vaulting techniques and 
their influence on vault forms.11 Another problem that schol-
ars have failed to address concerns the degree to which 
St. John’s primary vaults constituted a homogeneous struc-
ture. There are many morphological and structural differ-
ences between the remains of the nave and those of the 
transept. The possibility that differences between morphol-
ogy and structure also occurred at the level of the vaults has 
not been explored. As these problems persist, it is very dif-
ficult to visualize the vaults with certainty and to establish the 
way they were built.

Given their insufficient attention to construction detail 
and their inadequate substantiation, previous reconstruction 
proposals cannot be considered as ideal sources for the study 
of the use of vaulting in St. John. A new graphic reconstruc-
tion of the vault fabric is required that must go beyond and 
deeper than the visualization of the shape of the vaults in 
order to reconstruct their inner structure. For this, it is 
essential to take into account the archaeological evidence 
regarding the vaults. This evidence is not entirely lost. The 
present article investigates three surviving vault fragments 
whose potential to help in the reconstruction of the missing 

vaults had been underestimated until now. Two of these frag-
ments had escaped notice before, perhaps due to a certain 
difficulty of interpretation. Indeed, these gigantic elements 
can easily be dismissed as amorphous masses of mortar and 
brick. Careful analysis and interpretation, however, can offer 
proof for reconstruction, and reveal some of the vaulting 
methods followed in the monument.

This investigation starts from graphic recording. Cut-
away axonometric drawings, showing simultaneously the 
horizontal and vertical disposition of the fragments of vault-
ing, have proven to be the best medium for their examina-
tion. The fragments have been investigated both for their 
overall form and for their brick pattern. The interpretation 
of these details is grounded by reference to surviving vaults 
from coeval churches. The aim is to establish the exact role 
of each fragment in the original structure and to deduce the 
form of its missing surroundings. Piecing together these 
seemingly random scraps of testimony and examining them 
in the light of our knowledge of early Byzantine vaulting 
patterns make it possible to deduce the main lines and struc-
tures of the vaults of St. John.

The form of the vaults must have played a crucial role 
in the spatial experience of the interior of the church. A look 
at the plan seems to indicate a space divided in rectangular 
and square bays. It is only through visualizing the vaults that 
we can establish whether these bays were segregated spatial 
units or elements of a unified design, whether they were 
identical or varied, and whether they accentuated or attenu-
ated the differences between nave and transept. Resolving 
the above dilemmas, the visualization of the vaults helps to 
recapture the architectural experience of the church. At the 
same time, it offers the opportunity to study the sophisti-
cated vaulting methods that made it possible to construct 
spherical vaults in a number and scale that were unprece-
dented in this earthquake-prone region. The uninvestigated 
fragments of these vaults offer essential evidence for vault-
ing methods whose use has rarely been recorded outside 
 Ephesos. The occurrence of similar atypical construction 
methods elsewhere in the same city encourages us to recon-
sider the role of Ephesos in the development of vaulting 
methods in the early Byzantine period.

Characteristics of the Vault Fragments

The large number of vault fragments recorded on the site is 
unique among the churches of west Asia Minor. Until the 
early 1920s, the only traces of the church of St. John to be 
found above ground were the numerous masses of mortar 
and brick that had once belonged to the vaults of the church. 
Georgios Lampakis’s photographs of the monument, taken 
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stylistic differences between the west and the east part could 
betray structural differences at the level of the vaults as well.

A reason for some scholars’ exclusive reliance on the 
photographed fragments is the failure to take full notice of 
the three vaulted fragments that still survive on site, near the 
transept (see Figure 1). Vault fragment A, consisting of a thin 
slice of masonry lying three meters south of the transept, 
seems to derive from the springing of the pendentive on top 
of one of the two south piers (Figure 4). Vault fragment B, 
found next to a fig tree north of the church, probably comes 
from the vaults surmounting the north piers of the transept 
(Figure 5). Unlike fragments A and B, hidden in the fringe 

in 1907, depict the dramatic impact of these giant masses in 
a barren, unexcavated landscape, which until then had hardly 
received any attention from archaeologists (Figure 3).12 Had 
half of these fragments survived, the graphic reconstruction 
of the vaults would have been much easier than it is at pres-
ent. Yet, unfortunately, the vast majority of them were 
destroyed, ironically, during the same period that marked 
the uncovering and rediscovery of the walls and supports: the 
more the plan emerged the more the vault fragments of the 
church were destroyed. 

Hans Hörmann has attempted to justify the destruction 
of these fragments by his team as a prerequisite for the pro-
gress of the discovery of the ruins of the walls and supports 
of the church.13 These ruins were buried immediately below 
the vault fragments, which were seen by the excavation team 
as obstacles. Although this argument sounds unconvincing 
today, it led to the breaking and removal of several sizeable 
fragments. The effects of this destruction were mitigated by 
the systematic photographic survey of the fragments prior to 
their irresponsible removal.14

The photographs of vault fragments published by Hör-
mann have been considered to be the only source of informa-
tion about St. John’s vaults.15 Still, this record focuses on 
vault fragments from the west cross arm, and gives insuffi-
cient information about the vaults of the transept and the 
chancel. The assumption that fragments from the western 
vaults, such as the ones depicted in Hörmann’s photographs, 
are indicative of all the vaults of the church is incorrect. It 
overlooks the possibility that the wide constructional and 

Figure 3 St. John at Ephesos, view of vault 

fragments before the excavations (photograph 

by G. Lampakis, 1907; Byzantine and Christian 

Museum of Athens, Historic Photographic 

Archive, record number XAE 5967)

Figure 4 St. John at Ephesos, view of vault fragment A, looking west 

(author’s photo)
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of the site, the enormous vault fragment C occupies a promi-
nent location behind the central synthronon (see Figure 1). 
Its shape and location suggest that its origins are to be found 
in the springing of the pendentives that supported the central 
dome. Further evidence for reconstruction will be drawn 
from vault fragment D, the only remaining part of the aisle 
vaults, and the only fragment to have received the attention 
it deserves by the archaeologists.16 It is now found restored 
to its original location, on top of the north junction between 
nave and transept (Figure 6).

To construct a plausible model for the nave vaults, a 
study of the fragments included in Hörmann’s photographic 
survey is required. The most important of these fragments 
are the ones that include pendentive remains. Vault fragment 
G displays a very intriguing and unusual brick layout, which 
recurs in vault fragment H, probably the most impressive and 
sizeable one.17 The information one can gather from Hör-
mann’s brief descriptions, with the aid of poor-resolution 
black-and-white photographs, is limited. Yet, it can prove to 
be very valuable when seen in the light of the evidence drawn 
from fragments that still survive. Of these, fragments A, B, 
and C have never been analyzed before, and while the other 
fragments have already been recorded, many of their details 
had not been interpreted.

Vault Fragment A

Fragment A offers the opportunity to explore pendentive and 
broad arch remains from the south bay of the transept. The 
arch remains are immediately noticeable: observing the brick 

masonry mass closer to the ground, one can easily distinguish 
a series of bricks laid radially (see Figure 4). These begin to 
form two broad arches, each consisting of two concentric 
rings of radial bricks. Drawing our attention to the corner 
where the two arches meet, we realize that the faces of their 
inner rings must have merged below this point. No part of 
this merged portion survives. Nonetheless, the merging 
of these rings can be deduced from the relative inclination of 
their lowest brick courses.

This fragment also includes a detail that bears a strong 
resemblance to a pendentive. Eleven brick courses form a 
wedge-shaped portion of masonry (Figure 7). This detail is 
indicative of a pendentive that was two bricks thick, with a 
second shell lying behind the extrados of the supporting 
arches, serving to anchor the pendentive into the vault core 
(Figure 8). The pendentive proper seems to be surrounded 
by a border consisting of three pitched brick courses.18 It is 
vital to note that these courses lean against the chamfered, 
sloping faces of the outer rings of the broad arches. This 
detail will prove to be crucial for the reconstruction of the 
missing upper part of the vault.

Vault Fragment B

Found next to the north bay of the transept, fragment B also 
includes remains of broad arches and pendentives (Figure 9). 
Its similarity with fragment A seems to reflect the design 
symmetry between the north vault of the transept and its 
south counterpart. The segment in vault fragment B corre-
sponds to an area immediately below the one included in 

Figure 5 St. John at Ephesos, view of vault 

fragment B, rotated to match the original 

position of the fragment (author’s photo)
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fragment A. The bottom end of the pendentive has survived, 
together with the springing of the two arches, whose merge 
appears more clearly here.

These details offer the opportunity to establish the loca-
tion of the fragment in the original structure and to recon-
struct its surroundings (Figure 10). They also make it possible 
to study the intrados of the supporting arches and its finish. 
The arches were built with large, thin bricks of three distinct 
types. There are big, rectangular bricks measuring 35 by 50 
by 4.5 centimeters; medium-sized square bricks measuring 
34 by 34 by 4.5 centimeters; and half-size bricks measuring 
17 by 34 by 4.5 centimeters. These bricks were laid radially, 
in neat common bond, with their vertical joints staggered, 
on mortar beds approximately 4 centimeters thick.19 The 
variety of brick sizes was required to allow interlocking, 
ensuring a neat bond within each element (arch ring, penden-
tive shell), but also an occasional but not systematic bond 

Figure 6 St. John at Ephesos, vault fragment D, 

view from the southwest (author’s photo) 

Figure 7 St. John at Ephesos, detail of vault fragment A, showing 

remains of supporting arch and pendentive. The pendentive is flanked 

by two borders consisting of three brick courses (author’s photo)
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between the elements themselves. For instance, some of the 
big rectangular bricks join the two rings of a broad arch.

Fragment B includes a precious detail that provides 
a rare chance to visualize the external appearance of the 
vaults. This is a small patch of mosaic that covers the eight 
lowest courses of one of the broad arches at the point where 
the remains of this arch now meet the soil (Figure 11). This 
mosaic consists of white and dark cobalt blue tesserae.20 Even 
though this is too small a trace to give us an idea about deco-
rative patterns, it is a good indication of the nature of the 
revetment of the vaults.

The careful study of these remains prepares us to 
approach other fragments of vaulting, which are much more 
difficult to interpret. One of these is fragment C, the primary 
source of information for the visualization of the great vault 
that covered the crossing.

Vault Fragment C

It is difficult to miss vault fragment C. This gigantic mass, 
located behind the reconstructed synthronon east of the 
crossing, is one of the most intriguing parts of the remains 
(Figure 12). Still, scholars have been reluctant to examine it 
in detail. A reason for this may be the decay of its surface, 
which makes it particularly difficult to establish its original 
location. However, a trained eye can spot a series of charac-
teristics that indicate the fragment’s role within the original 
structure.

A detailed examination of this fragment and comparison 
with fragments A and B suggest that it also originates in the 
area of the springing of the pendentives. Indeed, its southeast 

Figure 8 St. John at Ephesos, vault fragment A, reconstructed 

axonometric drawings, indicating extant remains (author’s drawing) 

Figure 9 St. John at Ephesos, vault fragment B, 

view from the west. Detail of the convergence 

of two broad arches, showing the springing of a 

pendentive between them (author’s photo)
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that here the inner arch rings were independent. We can 
deduce that these arch rings were carried by the pilasters of 
a pier with a re-entrant angle profile. The only piers with 
such a profile to be found in the church are the four piers 
surrounding the crossing. This confirms the association 
of fragment C with the vault over the central bay, which is 
also suggested by the present location of the fragment (see 
Figure 1).

In this same detail the faces of the outer arch rings 
were exposed (see Figure 13, K). As a consequence, the entire 
face of the supporting arches must have been visible. The fact 
that the arches surrounding the bay of the crossing had 
their structural mass exposed reveals much about the con-
nection between arches and pendentive. The pendentives of 
the crossing must have rested on top of the extrados of the 
supporting arches, unlike the previous ones we examined, 
which lay against the sloping face of their outer arch rings, 
concealing them entirely. The nature of this connection will 
prove to be crucial for the reconstruction of the missing 
upper part of the vault.

The northwest corner of fragment C confirms that the 
fragment belonged to the vault over the crossing. In this 
corner, we can clearly distinguish the intersection between 
a pier mass and a broad arch (Figure 14). The width of the 
pier exceeds the soffit width of the arch. The only piers to 
be wider than the supporting arches were the ones of the 
crossing. Apart from confirming our identification of the 
origins of fragment C, this intersection between arch and 
pier provides the only available evidence for the form of the 
upper parts of the central piers. Indeed, in order for this 
intersection to exist, the piers must have risen at least 
4 meters higher than the springing of the arches, behind the 

corner preserves the lower parts of two converging broad 
arches, each constructed with two concentric rings of radial 
bricks (Figure 13). There are substantial remains of the outer 
arch rings and only minor traces of the inner ones. The 
dilapidation of these arches discloses the fabric of the solid 
brick core of the vaults. As in other fragments, this core 
seems to have consisted of flat, horizontal courses of brick. 
Its surface, partly spherical and partly cylindrical, echoes the 
form of the arches and pendentives that originally sur-
rounded it.

What distinguishes this particular fragment from the 
ones examined so far is the corner merging of the broad 
arches. A detail (shown as location K in Figure 13) proves 

Figure 10 St. John at Ephesos, vault fragment B, reconstructed 

axonometric view (author’s drawing)

Figure 11 St. John at Ephesos, remains of mosaic with white and 

blue-green tesserae (author’s photo)
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pendentives, forming a square dome base. This must have 
been a prominent feature, quite visible from the exterior of 
the church.

Fragments A, B, and C help one to visualize some of 
the most important vaults of the monument, the ones over 
the tomb of St. John, and the adjacent bays. At the same time, 
these fragments hardly offer any information about the vaults 

that covered secondary areas, such as aisles and galleries. The 
archaeological evidence for these humbler, smaller vaults is 
limited; there is only one small fragment that echoes their 
complex structural form.

Vault Fragment D

Vault fragment D is the only surviving part of the aisle vaults 
(see Figure 6). The multiplicity of vaulted surfaces included 
in it is indicative of a complex vault shell. A close observation 
reveals the remains of two arches: one parallel to the 
main axis of the aisle, and one perpendicular to the first. 
Between the two arch fragments, we can distinguish a groin 
marking the line of intersection between barrel vaults. This 
area consists of two zones: the lower part is made of some 
twenty horizontal oversailing brick courses, while the upper 
one is built with bricks pitched on their edge. This detail has 
been interpreted in two different ways: Verzone read the 
groin as evidence for cross vaults, whereas Thiel saw in it the 
traces of the intersection between barrel vaults of different 
size.21

The Photographic Survey of 1951

The archaeological evidence presented so far is limited. Most 
of the vault fragments analyzed here derive from the transept 
vaults; it is doubtful whether they can be used to reconstruct 
the nave vaults as well. Indications for the nature of these 
vaults may be found in Hörmann’s photographic survey. This 
record does not allow a close examination of construction 
details, but its photographs can establish to what extent the 

Figure 12 St. John at Ephesos, vault 

fragment C, view from the southeast, 

showing remains of supporting arches (with 

double arch-rings) and vault core (author’s 

photo)

Figure 13 St. John at Ephesos, vault fragment C, reconstructed 

axonometric showing visible remains (author’s drawing)
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G and H seem to suggest that the pendentives of the nave 
differed markedly from the ones of the transept.22 The first 
difference is found in the borders that lay against the face of 
the supporting arches and surrounded the pendentives. In 
vault fragment G, these borders have an unequal thickness: 
the one consists of nine pitched brick courses while the other 
comprises just three or four. On the contrary, the pendentive 
borders in fragments A and B have a uniform thickness. A 
second, more serious difference occurs in the structure of the 
pendentive itself. As vault fragment H demonstrates, the 
pendentives of the nave bays were formed with bricks laid in 
arched, concentric courses.23 After fifteen courses, there are 
traces of a segmental arch with radiating bricks, crowning the 
lowest, wedge-shaped portion of the pendentive (Figure 15). 
This description is indicative of an unconventional penden-
tive structure, quite unlike the one observed in fragments A 
and B. Indeed, the non-uniform thickness of the pendentive 
borders and the use of arched, as opposed to circumferential 
courses are details that are not frequently encountered in 
early Byzantine architecture. The repetition of this peculiar 
structural form in more than two distinct fragments found 
lying in the west bays suggests its systematic use in the nave 
vaults.

The use of arched courses and borders of different 
thickness in the pendentives of the western part deviate from 
standard practice, exhibited in the remains of the transept. 
The use of such a peculiar pendentive structure in the nave 
must have been related to the oblong shape of its bays. One 
of the consequences of this shape is that the apexes of the 

nave vaults were different from the ones covering the 
transept.

On the one hand, there is hardly any difference between 
the arches of the two parts. Like their eastern counterparts, 
the western arches seem to have been built with radial 
courses of brick, which merged in a similar way close to the 
springing. On the other hand, the photographs of fragments 

Figure 14 St. John at Ephesos, vault 

fragment C, view from the northwest. Note 

the intersection between pier and broad arch 

on the left part of the figure (author’s photo) 

Figure 15 St. John at Ephesos, representation of destroyed vault 

fragment H (author’s drawing, based on photographs in Georgios A. 

Sotiriou, “Anaskafai tou Byzantinou Naou Ioannou tou Theologou en 

Efeso,” Archaiologikon Deltion 7 [1924], 92 and Hans Hörmann, 

Die Johanneskirche, Forschungen in Ephesos IV/3 [Vienna: 

Österreichischen Archäologischen Institut, 1951], plate XXIV, 1)
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arches spanning the short sides of the bay are at a lower level 
than the apexes of the arches over the long sides (Figure 16). 
This makes it impossible to support a hemispherical dome 
directly over the apexes of the arches. Elsewhere, Byzantine 
builders have dealt with this problem elevating the apex of 
the short arches. This was achieved by making the arches 
elliptical or by elevating their springing.24 But in the nave of 
St. John’s, the pendentive fragments betray the use of a dif-
ferent solution. This is to be found in the structure of the 
pendentives rather than in the tracing of the arches. Indeed, 
the use of a thick border over the short arch, combined with 
the use of a thinner border over the long arch, would 

effectively serve to make up for the height difference of the 
arches.

So far, we have focused on the study of evidence for the 
main vaults of the nave. Still, Hörmann’s publication also 
includes photographs of fragment J, which derives from the 
surroundings of the gallery vaults (Figure 17). This is the 
only part of the external wall of the gallery recorded so far.25 
It comes from the secondary pier in the junction between the 
south gallery of the west cross arm and the southwest gallery 
of the transept.26 This fragment seems to preserve traces of 
two perpendicular pier faces, made essentially of brick 
masonry. Parts of blind arches occur in both faces, and a 

Figure 16 St. John at Ephesos, axonometric 

drawing of the four arches surrounding the 

west bay of the church (nave). The addition of 

pendentive borders in the top illustration 

makes up for the height difference between 

the apices of the arches, which is illustrated 

in the bottom diagram (author’s drawing)
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string course made of squared stone blocks underlies the base 
of the fragment. There does not seem to be any trace of a 
barrel vault springing anywhere lower than the crown of the 
blind arches: this observation will prove to be essential for 
the reconstruction of the gallery vaults of St. John at 
Ephesos.

Summary of the Vault Fragments

Although the analysis of these amorphous masses of masonry 
is difficult and somewhat pedantic, it yields important evi-
dence for reconstruction and makes it possible to draw a 
series of preliminary conclusions:

•	 Both the nave and the transept of the church were cov-
ered by spherical vaults carried by broad arches.

•	 There is a structural difference between the spherical 
vaults over the cross arms and the one over the crossing. 
This is found in their springing: the pendentives of the 
central vault rested on the extrados of the supporting 
arches, while the pendentives of the other vaults lay 
against the face of the arches.

•	 Earlier reconstructions showing the rectangular bays 
of the nave covered by vaults built on an elliptical plan 
are not necessarily correct.27 By inserting a pendentive 
border with varying thickness between the supporting 
arches and the pendentives in these bays, the con-
struction of a spherical vault on a circular plan became 
possible.

•	 There is a structural difference between the pendentives 
of the west cross arm, made with bricks laid in arched 
courses, and the ones of the transept, made with bricks 
laid in circumferential brick courses.

Although most of the fragments examined derive from 
the main bays of the church, they reveal the use of at least 
two different vaulting methods. This seems to be at odds 
with the uniform vaulting pattern championed in previous 
graphic reconstruction proposals. The constructional differ-
ences between the main vaults of the nave and the ones of the 
transept could well indicate the coexistence of two different 
forms of spherical vaults: pendentive domes and domes on 
pendentives. On the other hand, these differences could sim-
ply reflect different ways of constructing the same type of 
vault. To resolve the dilemma between the above two inter-
pretations, and to establish how homogeneous the vaulting 
pattern was, it is necessary to investigate a series of written 
records that provide useful clues for the architectural space 
of the church and the way its vaulted ceiling was experienced 
in different periods.

Textual Representations of the Vaulted 
Structure

The survival of written testimonies, referring more or less 
directly to the vaults of St. John, is something exceptional 
among the early Byzantine churches of west Asia Minor. 
Even in the records referring to St. Mary at Ephesos, so 
closely linked with the Ecumenical Council of 431, no hints 
about architectural form are to be found. The existence of 
numerous written records referring to our church can be 
attributed to the links of this particular church with imperial 
initiative, as well as to its role as a key monument of one 
of the most important and lasting cities of the Byzantine 
Empire.

Cyril Mango, one of the most important living authori-
ties on Byzantine architecture, has cautioned scholars of the 
“opacity” of Byzantine written records. “The written records 
of Byzantine civilization,” he writes, tend to “speak in clichés 
and seldom come down to the particular.”28 Hence we need 
a critical reading of the documents, combined with an aware-
ness that in this particular case, the archaeological evidence 
available is not only more plentiful than the documentary 
evidence, but also more unequivocal.

Ibn Battuta (1304–1368), a Moroccan explorer known 
for his extensive travels in Europe, Africa, and Asia, has left 
us a monumental account of his journeys, entitled Rihla, 
which contains one of the last written records on St. John’s 
vaults. Written probably less than a century before the 

Figure 17 St. John at Ephesos, representation of destroyed vault 

fragment J (author’s drawing, based on survey drawings and 

photographs published in Hörmann, Forschungen in Ephesos, 101, 

fig. 15, plate XXVII, 3)
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church was destroyed, Ibn Battuta’s description of the church 
is a puzzle for anyone trying to compare it to the archaeo-
logical remains.29 The traveler mentions that the church 
had no less than “eleven domes of varying sizes.” Hörmann 
seems to have taken this statement at face value. He envi-
sioned domes not only above the six main bays, but also 
above each of the five bays of the gallery over the narthex.30 
This literal interpretation of Ibn Battuta’s testimony over-
looks both the fact that the Moroccan author fails to give any 
clues about the exact form or location of the eleven domes, 
as well as the exaggerated statements that seem to compro-
mise his credibility. Indeed, Ibn Battuta also refers to the 
existence of basins with fountains under each dome of 
the building, a characteristic that is hardly typical of Byzan-
tine Ephesos. Because of these inaccuracies, one should not 
give full credence to the number given by Ibn Battuta. Nev-
ertheless, for all its imprecisions, this record constitutes sig-
nificant evidence for the prominence of the vaults in the 
architectural experience of the monument. It also indicates 
that in spite of the use of repetitive domes, the vault pattern 
and dimensions of domes were not entirely uniform.

An interesting reference to the domes of the church 
occurs in one of the letters of Georgios Tornikes, who was 
the Metropolitan of Ephesos in the middle of the twelfth 
century.31 This utterly pessimistic report refers to the bad 
condition of the domes, which caused parts of their mosaic 
revetment to fall on the floor.32 Tornikes referred to St. John’s 
domes as “sphairomata” (literally, “spheroids”), a term that 
could either describe hemispherical or shallow domes. One 
might argue that the damage mentioned by Tornikes would 
have been more likely in a shallow dome rather than in a 
hemispherical one. Indeed, in a shallow dome, because of the 
flatness of the profile, the stability of most of the surface ele-
ments (such as a mosaic’s tesserae) depends almost entirely 
on their adhesion with the mortar bed. This adhesion can 
easily be undermined by decay and earthquake action, mak-
ing mosaic detachment and fall a frequent phenomenon, as 
Tornikes complains. Of course, this is not a strong argument, 
and to establish the use of pendentive domes in the church, 
more explicit evidence, or at least, further indications are 
required. Such indications can be found in the account of 
Procopius, which is contemporary to the Justinianic remod-
eling of the vaulted church.

Procopius of Caesarea is the author of the unique 
account of the rebuilding of St. John’s by Justinian. Included 
in the sixth-century historian’s monumental survey of Justin-
ian’s building campaigns, and probably written around 554, 
this document does not say a word about the original form 
of the church.33 Procopius’s only hint in this respect is that 
the church, after Justinian’s modification, “resembles very 

closely in all respects, and is a rival to, the shrine which 
[  Justinian] dedicated to all the Apostles in the imperial 
city.”34 This claim should be given much credit, as it comes 
from a writer contemporary to the inauguration of both 
buildings and in close contact with the emperor who com-
missioned them.

Procopius suggests that the visualization of the Justini-
anic phase of the church of the Holy Apostles at Constanti-
nople, a church completed around 550, can give us an insight 
into the missing vaults of St. John at Ephesos. Unfortunately, 
the Constantinopolitan church was demolished in 1469. The 
building that Procopius compared with St. John can only 
be visualized through its sixth-century description by the 
same author. Subsequent descriptions by Constantine of 
Rhodes and Nikolaos Mesaritis are not relevant here, as they 
refer to the form of the church of the Holy Apostles after its 
ninth-century remodeling.35

Describing the vaults of the Holy Apostles, Procopius 
states that “the portion of the ceiling which is above the sanc-
tuary (i.e., the spherical vault over the crossing) is built on 
the same design as the one of Hagia Sophia.”36 This des-
cription probably refers to Hagia Sophia’s short-lived first 
dome, which collapsed in 558.37 This was shallower than the 
present one, and its profile approximated the one of a pen-
dentive dome.38 It was such a shallow dome with a dense 
sequence of windows in its base that resembled the central 
dome of the Holy Apostles. Procopius mentions that similar 
but windowless domes surmounted the four projecting arms 
of the Holy Apostles.39 Therefore, the sixth-century author, 
describing the Holy Apostles, gives us an outline of a cruci-
form building, with all its five major bays covered by shallow 
domes on pendentives, the central one being raised on a 
fenestrated drum.

The relevance of this description to the reconstruction 
of St. John is open to discussion. Procopius’s statement con-
cerning the similarity between St. John and the Holy Apos-
tles does not necessarily suggest that the vaults of the two 
monuments were identical. Indeed, it may be argued that 
the same statement would be just as valid in case some or 
all of St. John’s main vaults were hemispherical domes on 
pendentives, a kind of vault similar but not identical to the 
pendentive domes of the Holy Apostles. It may well be 
that Procopius did not consider the difference between a 
hemispherical dome and a shallow one to be important 
enough. However, if this was the case, then it is difficult to 
explain where the sixth-century author found the similarity 
between the two monuments. Their plans were quite differ-
ent. The Ephesian monument had six major vaulted bays 
whereas the Constantinopolitan one had only five. Unlike 
Holy Apostles, St. John had a considerably elongated plan. 
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Its accentuated longitudinal axis must have given the Ephe-
sian church a dynamic directional impact absent from the 
church of the Holy Apostles, with its quasi-centralized plan. 
These differences suggest that if there was a resemblance 
between the two buildings, this resemblance must have con-
cerned either elements of their elevation or the design of 
specific bays, seen from the interior. In both these areas, the 
appreciation of the form of the vaulting would probably 
have been crucial in perceiving possible resemblances. 
Therefore, it is likely that one of the elements that made St. 
John and the Holy Apostles similar was the use of vaulting 
in the two monuments. And, as the shallow domes on pen-
dentives were among the dominant characteristics of the 
Holy Apostles, it is probable that the same vault form was 
used for St. John as well.

According to this hypothetical interpretation, Procopi-
us’s description seems to be an indirect indication that shal-
low domes covered St. John’s major bays. This evidence 
however, relying on only one of the possible interpretations 
of the words “close resemblance,” used by Procopius, a per-
son who was neither an architect nor a builder, is far from 
conclusive. The various uncertainties and ambiguities sur-
rounding this examination prevent us from using it as proof 
for shallow domes. The account examined is nonetheless 
useful in another way: by raising the possibility of shallow 
domes, one that has often been overlooked, it warns the 
researcher against the use of stereotypical reconstruction 
solutions.

The examination of written records seems to justify 
Mango’s caveat cited in the beginning of this section. Indeed, 
the records examined do not provide sufficient evidence for 
a specific vaulting pattern. Still, they suggest the possibility 
that the major bays were covered by a vault form other than 
the full dome on pendentives, which appears in most recon-
structions. The awareness of such a possibility calls for a 
 re- examination of the archaeological evidence presented in 
the beginning of this article. The interpretation of vault frag-
ments in the light of comparable examples from other vaulted 
buildings can provide further evidence for the nature of the 
original vaults.

Vaulting Patterns in Comparable Coeval 
Churches

Procopius expected his readers to understand something 
about the form of the church of St. John through its com-
parison with the church of the Holy Apostles. This seems to 
suggest that the study of monuments with a structure similar 
to the one of St. John can be relevant to the study of the 
Ephesian church. Indeed, the examination of late antique 

and early Byzantine monuments in which extensive parts of 
their vaults have been preserved can help to interpret frag-
ments of St. John’s vaults, which, when isolated, seem to be 
little more than amorphous lumps of brick and mortar.

The idea for the study of the vault fragments of the 
church of St. John within the broad context of early Byzan-
tine vaulting sprang from the observation that their struc-
tural fabric is reminiscent of surviving vaults found in other 
monuments. The pendentive remains observed in fragments 
A, B, and C bring to mind the spherical vaults of Hagia 
Sophia and St. Eirene in Constantinople. The arched brick 
courses in fragments G and H evoke a rarely encountered 
type of vault found in late antique and early Byzantine mau-
solea such as the ones at Spalato (Split) and Side. The com-
posite brick pattern of fragment D evokes the narthex vaults 
of Basilica B at Philippi. The detailed study of all these mon-
uments is therefore essential to the interpretation of the vault 
fragments of St. John at Ephesos.

Spherical Vaults with Circumferential Courses in 
Constantinople

Most of the vault fragments analyzed originate in the lower 
portion of the vaults, specifically, from the level of the spring-
ing of the arches and pendentives; not a single fragment of 
the caps has survived. We can explore the potential of these 
low-level fragments to offer evidence for the reconstruction 
of the upper portions of the vaults by comparing them with 
the technique of vault construction in surviving coeval 
vaulted churches, such as Hagia Sophia and St. Eirene in 
Constantinople. Both these churches have hemispherical and 
shallow domes on pendentives in their structural fabric. By 
examining how the springing of their pendentives indicates 
the overall form of the spherical vaults, we can decipher the 
factors that distinguish the pendentives that would have car-
ried a hemispherical dome from the ones that would have 
supported the shallow cap of a pendentive dome. As these 
pendentives look identical, the constructional differences 
between them are often overlooked. Still, identifying these 
differences help to interpret the low-level pendentive frag-
ments of St. John, establishing whether these fragments 
belonged to pendentive domes or to pendentives supporting 
full, hemispherical domes.

The vault structure of the church of St. Eirene juxtaposes 
a hemispherical dome on pendentives (raised on a short drum 
and pierced by windows in its base) and a major pendentive 
dome (Figure 18). W. S. George erroneously considered the 
lower parts of the two vaults to be identical.40 He failed to 
notice that each vault comes in contact with the supporting 
arches in a different way: the pendentive dome lies against 
the sloping face of the outer ring of the arches, whereas the 
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pendentives carrying the full hemispherical dome spring from 
the extrados of the arches. Comparing the faces of the sup-
porting arches can prove this. On the one hand, the broad 
arches that carry the hemispherical dome have both their arch 
rings exposed. On the other hand, the arches supporting the 
pendentive dome have only their inner arch ring exposed. 
The existence of a concealed outer ring in these arches can be 
deduced by observing the transverse arch between the pen-
dentive dome and the main dome: the face of this arch toward 
the dome consists of two rings, whereas the face toward the 
pendentive dome only has one ring.

This confirms that the pendentive dome springs from 
the sloping face of the arches, whereas the pendentives 
 carrying the full dome spring from the extrados of the 
arches, leaving their faces fully exposed. The nature of each 
springing seems to reflect the structural behavior of the cor-
responding vault. The sloping face of an arch is better suited 
to counteract the increased lateral thrusts of a pendentive 
dome.41 At the same time, the extrados of an arch seems to 
be more appropriate for the firm seating of pendentives that 
carry the considerable weight of an entire hemispherical 
vault, such as the dome of St. Eirene.

A similar pattern of difference between the lower por-
tions of pendentive domes and domes on pendentives occurs 
in Hagia Sophia. This can be appreciated by comparing the 
springing of the pendentive domes of the gallery with the 
pendentives of the central dome. There is no doubt that 
the pendentive domes of the gallery spring from the face 
of the supporting arches: the latter are completely covered 
by the vault shell.42 Also, it is very probable that the penden-
tives of the central dome lie on the extrados of the four broad 
arches.43 We realize that, although the lower portions of the 
two vaults are similar, there is an obvious difference in the 
way they connect with the supporting arches.

The examination of the spherical vaults of Hagia 
Sophia and St. Eirene reveals a way to deduce the overall 
geometrical form of a spherical vault whose upper portion is 
missing: where the shell of the pendentive connects to the 
extrados of the supporting arch, leaving its face exposed, then 
the vault is a full dome on pendentives, but where the pen-
dentive is attached to the sloping face of the arch, then the 
vault is a pendentive dome. As we have seen, this difference 
between the pendentive domes and domes on pendentives 
responds to structural considerations applicable to all 

Figure 18 St. Eirene at Constantinople, cutaway axonometric drawings and cross-sections of the two spherical vaults over the nave showing 

the interface (A, B) between the vault and the broad arches. In the pendentive dome (left) the pendentives spring from the sloping face of the 

supporting arches. In the hemispherical dome on pendentives (right) the pendentives spring from the extrados of the supporting arches 

(author’s drawing)
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spherical vaults.44 Therefore, it probably occurred in St. John 
at Ephesos as well.

The distinction between the springing of a pendentive 
dome and the one of a dome on pendentives helps to inter-
pret vault fragments A, B, and C. The pendentive remains in 
fragments A and B connect to the sloping face of the arches. 
This detail is typical of pendentive domes such us the one 
over the west bay of St. Eirene, or the ones surmounting 
the corner bays of the gallery of Hagia Sophia. Therefore, 
the pendentive remains in fragments A and B should be 
interpreted as parts of pendentive domes. Also, vault frag-
ment C includes the remains of arches with their faces 
entirely exposed; any pendentives must have rested on the 
extrados of the arches. This particular construction detail 
seems to characterize the springing of great hemispherical 
domes on pendentives, such as the ones of Hagia Sophia and 
St. Eirene. Therefore, the relevant detail of fragment C 
should be interpreted as part of a pendentive that carried a 
hemispherical dome.

Spherical Vaults with Arched Brick Courses: from 
Spalato to Ephesos

If the vault fragments of St. John’s transept are reminiscent 
of standard vaulting practices employed in Constantinople, 

the fragments recorded in the nave, with their arched 
brick courses, are indicative of a rare technique, only sporadi-
cally employed in early Byzantine architecture. A similar tech-
nique seems to have been used in the dome of the mausoleum 
in Diocletian’s Palace at Spalato, in the shallow dome covering 
the east mausoleum at Side, as well as in the shallow dome 
over the Crypt of St. Demetrios in Thessaloniki. Despite its 
sparseness outside west Asia Minor, this vaulting technique 
must have occurred frequently in Ephesian monumental 
architecture. Indeed, the reconstruction of structures such as 
the dome of the baptistery of St. Mary in Ephesos,45 and the 
vault surmounting an octagonal reception hall, or Nympha-
eum in the same city,46 makes early Byzantine Ephesos the 
locus classicus of the use of this vaulting pattern ( Figure 19).

The remains of the shallow dome on pendentives of the 
east mausoleum at Side include parts that resemble the pen-
dentive remains of fragments G and H, recorded in the nave 
of St. John (Figure 20).47 It is interesting to note that both 
the central space of the mausoleum and the west bays of 
St. John are oblong in plan. Asymmetrical borders as well as 
arched brick courses occur in the pendentives of both monu-
ments. Therefore, it is plausible that the dome at Side is 
indicative of the nature of the vault structure to which frag-
ments G and H belonged.

Figure 19 St. Mary at Ephesos, 

reconstructed axonometric drawing, 

indicating the surviving traces of vaulting 

(author’s drawing)
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The dome of the Mausoleum of Diocletian, within the 
famous palace the emperor built at Spalato at the end of 
the third century, also comes to mind when examining the 
same fragments.48 Indeed, the double pendentive shell and 
the arched brick courses observed in these fragments occur 
in Spalato as well. There, we find a vault pattern divided in 
units whose shape is reminiscent of fish scales. Each of the 
lower scales consists of sixteen to eighteen arched brick 
courses. The same number and shape of brick courses are 
found in the pendentive unit preserved in fragment G. The 
similarity of vault fragments G and H with vault details 
observed at Spalato and Side make the vaults of these monu-
ments plausible models for the reconstruction of the nave 
vaults.

These models, however, have to be used with particular 
caution. Although the fragments of St. John’s nave vaults 
have some points in common with the structure of the 
domes of the mausolea at Side and Spalato, an essential part 
of these fragments is missing in these two examples: in frag-
ment H, the arched courses were crowned by segmental 
arches built with bricks laid radially. Is this an indication of 
a dome where each scale-like unit is covered by a segmental 
brick arch? This possibility seems to be confirmed by the 
examination of the shallow semidome in the substructures 
of St. Dimitrios in Thessalonika. This vault also seems to 
have consisted of arched brick courses arranged in a network 
of interlocking units. Between these units there are small 

segmental arches, built with radial bricks. This peculiar 
structure, incorporating all the elements of fragments G and 
H, is suggestive of how the domes over the nave might have 
looked. Yet, it remains that the vault in St. Dimitrios is only 
known indirectly through a diagrammatic sketch and a 
twentieth- century reconstruction; therefore, any connec-
tion with St. John must remain hypothetical.49 The evidence 
from the better-preserved vaults in Spalato and Side is much 
clearer.

An examination of the different applications of this ver-
satile vaulting technique, adaptable to domes as different as 
the ones at Side, Spalato, Thessalonica, and Ephesos, leads 
to two conclusions. Firstly, the three structures examined 
consist of bricks set in segmental arched courses. Secondly, 
this particular technique is used in spherical vaults with a 
continuous, stable curvature from springing to apex. Indeed, 
both in Spalato and Side, the dome has the same curvature 
as the pendentives. These characteristics could serve as a 
guide in the reconstruction of St. John’s nave vaults.

Secondary Vaults in the Basilica B at Philippi

Leaving the primary vaults over the nave, and moving to the 
secondary ones that covered the aisles, we discover that the 
archaeological evidence at our disposal is more limited, and 
the choice of comparable examples trickier. Indeed, as we 
have seen, fragment D, the meager surviving part of the aisle 
vaults, provides limited proof for reconstruction. As a result, 

Figure 20 East Mausoleum at Side (South 

Asia Minor), reconstructed cutaway 

axonometric drawing, showing the 

asymmetrical pendentive borders and the 

arched brick courses in the dome (author’s 

drawing)
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it is difficult to establish the form of the aisle vaults and the 
way their shell was inscribed into the surrounding structure. 
Given the limits of the archaeological evidence available for 
these vaults, the investigation of comparable examples 
assumes a considerable weight in their reconstruction.

A vault fragment with many similarities to fragment D 
is found in the ruins of Basilica B at Philippi (Figure 21). This 
church is almost contemporary with St. John at Ephesos, and 
seems to illustrate the use of fairly similar vaulting forms, 
techniques, and materials.50 Indeed, in both monuments we 
find spherical vaults over major rectangular bays, as well as 
vaults with their bricks set pitched on their edge. Further-
more, the size of bricks and thickness of mortar beds are 
similar in the two monuments. But what makes Basilica B a 
parallel in this context is the similarity of its aisles and aisle 

vault fragments to the ones of St. John. Indeed, the aisles of 
both churches seem to have been divided in oblong cells, and 
their aisle vault fragments consist largely of pitched brick 
courses laid parallel to the supporting arches, so as to inter-
lock along diagonal ridges, or groins. Although the aisle 
vaults of Basilica B are not well preserved, their study may 
give us an insight into the nature of St. John’s original aisle 
vaults.

Basilica B clarifies an aspect of the aisle vaults, which 
could not be properly understood until now: the original 
shape and size of the groin of fragment D. At Philippi, we 
can establish that the groins springing from the four corners 
of each small bay did not reach the crown of the vault. 
Instead, the pair of groins in each of the narrow sides met 
before reaching the apex. As the graphic reconstruction 

Figure 21 Basilica B at Philippi, detail of 

aisle vault fragment, showing remains of the 

gallery floor (author’s photo)
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in Figure 22 demonstrates, these groins marked the line 
of intersection between a wide, longitudinal barrel vault, 
and a series of narrower, transverse barrel vaults, which cor-
responded to the arches of the side colonnades. It is highly 
probable that fragment D formed part of a similar vault pat-
tern. Indeed, the two main vaulted surfaces of this fragment 
seem to have belonged to barrel vaults of unequal size: the 
longitudinal barrel vault seems to have been both higher and 
wider than the transverse ones.

One of the most interesting details observed in Philippi 
is the floor of the gallery (see Figure 21). This floor, laid on 
top of the vault shell, consists of reused marble blocks (mainly 
parts of ancient architraves, capitals, and cornices). Traces of 
a similar floor were discovered in 1962 at the church of St. 
John.51 It is therefore probable that the gallery floor was built 
along the same lines as the surviving one at Basilica B. At 
Philippi, the thinness of the solid infill between the apex 
of the vault shell and the gallery floor, probably less than 
10 centimeters, is remarkable. There is a contrast between 
the slenderness of this component and the excessive thick-
ness given without adequate substantiation to this same 

component in St. John’s various reconstructions.52 The thin 
gallery floor structure at Philippi seems to indicate that in 
Ephesos, the inert fill between aisle vaults and gallery floor 
was much thinner than the one appearing in most graphic 
reconstructions of the monument.

Another aspect of St. John’s reconstruction that the aisle 
vaults of Basilica B could clarify has to do with the degree of 
structural continuity and bond between vaults and supporting 
arches. At Philippi, the shell of the aisle vaults is independent 
of the structure of the arches. The team that restored a portion 
of St. John’s aisle vaults on site has overlooked the possibility 
for such an interruption between vault and arch (Figure 23). 
Yet, this interruption is by no means unique to Basilica B at 
Philippi; it is also typical of the Byzantine tendency to separate 
unequally loaded parts of the structure.53 There is no reason 
to believe that St. John’s deviated from this practice. It is likely 
that the church’s side aisle vaults did not merge with the arches 
that carried them, but were separated by a joint.

The examination of aisle vaults in Basilica B and 
St. John’s reveals some of the stylistic concepts that influ-
enced the design. Both in Ephesos and Philippi, there is a 

Figure 22 Basilica B at Philippi, 

reconstructed cutaway axonometric of the 

aisle vaults (author’s drawing)
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tendency to make the aisle vaults as compact as possible. The 
level of their springing, which coincides with the one of the 
supporting arches, is the lowest possible, and the thickness 
of their shell and overlying floor have been reduced to a 
minimum. The compression of these vaults must have mini-
mized their aesthetic impact on the design of the elevations 
of the internal screens to such an extent that it would have 
been difficult to tell if these screens concealed a timber floor 
or a vault structure.

If St. John’s secondary vaults were built according to 
the standard sixth-century vaulting patterns, then it is unlikely 
that the compactness and absence of vertical emphasis found 
in the aisle vaults occurred in the gallery vaults as well. Indeed, 
the following examination of a series of Justinianic vaulted 
churches shows that even when galleries and aisles have 
roughly the same plan, their vaults are often different.

Gallery Vaults in Early Byzantine Churches

The archaeological evidence for St. John’s gallery vaults is 
extremely limited. Here we rely on the photograph of a frag-
ment that comes from the vicinity of the gallery vaults, but 
does not seem to have included any vaulted parts. An over-
view of gallery vaults in Justinianic churches could not fill the 

lacunae created by this limited evidence. Such an overview 
could, however, bring to consideration the range of early 
Byzantine forms and building techniques employed in gal-
lery vaults. Considering these forms and techniques is crucial 
to the creative interpretation and constructive use of the 
 limited materials at our disposal.

Hagia Sophia and Sts. Sergios and Bakchos at Constan-
tinople, as well as Hekatontapyliani on the island of Paros in 
the Cyclades preserve large parts of their original gallery 
vaults. Of course, this is not a homogeneous group. There 
are important typological and constructional differences 
between these churches, and their kinship with St. John at 
Ephesos is hardly obvious. Still, in this context, the design of 
their secondary vaults is useful to the process of reconstruc-
tion, as a comparison of the aisle and gallery vaults in each 
church is likely to reveal design principles that may apply to 
St. John’s secondary vaults.

The aisles of the transept of Hekatontapyliani are cov-
ered by a barrel vault springing from the same level as the 
arches of the colonnade, and intersected by a series of trans-
verse barrel vaults. This compact vaulting pattern is not 
repeated in the galleries. The latter are “roofed with barrel 
vaults which have their springing line above the crown 

Figure 23 St. John at Ephesos, nave, mid-twentieth-century partial restoration of the south colonnade (author’s photo)
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of the . . . arches of the upper arcade.”54 In this church, the 
vaults of the gallery seem to be a steeper version of the aisle 
vaults below them (Figure 24).

This last characteristic echoes, to a certain extent, the 
pattern of the secondary vaults of Hagia Sophia. Here 

the north and south gallery vaults, although different from 
the ones in Hekatontapyliani’s transept, also seem to consti-
tute a steeper version of the aisle vaults. The aisles are cov-
ered with groin vaults, while the galleries above them are 
roofed with pendentive domes. Auguste Choisy claimed 

Figure 24 Hekatontapyliani (Paros) and Sts. Sergios and Bakchos (Constantinople), cutaway axonometric drawings of the secondary vaults. In the 

south transept of Hekatontapyliani (left), the distance between the apex of the vaults and the top of the capitals is greater in the gallery (G) than in 

the aisle beneath it (A). Similarly, in Sergios and Bakchos (right) the profile of the gallery vaults is steeper than the one of the aisle vaults (author’s 

drawings)
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that “this distinction between aisle and gallery vaults is not 
limited to Hagia Sophia,” but is also found in many other 
Byzantine monuments.55

The church of Sts. Sergios and Bakchos seems to con-
firm the tendency to give the gallery vaults a steeper profile 
than the one of the vaults over the aisles (see Figure 24).56 
Indeed, the south ambulatory juxtaposes a barrel vault on 
the ground floor, and a series of domical groin vaults 
on the floor above. In the north ambulatory, the barrel 
vault of the gallery, with its springing raised considerably 
higher than the apices of the supporting arches, contrasts 
with the shallow barrel vault immediately below, which 
rests directly on a horizontal entablature. Irrespective of 
the nature of the vaults each time, the design of the gallery 
vaults receives a greater vertical emphasis than the one of 
the aisle vaults.

We realize that even though galleries and aisles often 
have the same plan, the gallery vaults do not reproduce the 
pattern of the aisle vaults. Still, the vault forms in these two 
levels are seldom entirely different. On the contrary, there 
is a tendency to produce variations on the same theme by 
making the gallery vaults a steeper version of the aisle vaults. 
This conclusion calls for a return to St. John’s vault fabric to 
investigate whether the vaults of the gallery were not a 
mechanical reproduction of the compact barrel vaults of the 
aisles, like the one championed by earlier reconstructions, 
but followed a different layout, which gave a greater empha-
sis to the vertical axis.

Reconstruction

The archaeological and written materials discussed so far 
have yielded crucial evidence for constructing a plausible 
model of St. John’s vaulted roof. It is now possible to estab-
lish the original form and structure of the vaults over the 
major bays of the transept and the nave. There is also suffi-
cient proof for a credible construction of the aisle vaults in 
the west cross arm. However, some areas remain obscure. 
Visualizing the vaults over the chancel and the aisles sur-
rounding the transept involves a certain degree of specula-
tion, and the form of the vaults over the narthex is still 
unknown. However, these parts represent only a small part 
of the overall vault structure. Despite this lacuna, this study 
has presented one of the most complete representations of 
the vaults to date, the first one to evaluate the full potential 
of the remains to provide proof for reconstruction.

Following a methodology based on the study of con-
struction details, we have so far examined sections of the 
vaulted structure separately. In conclusion, it is helpful to 
synthesize all the reconstructed parts and summarize the 

evidence on which the visualization of the vaults has been 
based, starting with the vaults over St. John’s six major bays. 
This vast vaulted structure was by no means as homogeneous 
as Hörmann believed. The fragments discovered indicate the 
use of two different vault forms and two different structures. 
Although the use of two forms—full domes on pendentives 
and pendentive domes—seems to have obeyed a specific 
design concept, the use of different structures in otherwise 
identical vaults is harder to explain. The use of arched brick 
courses over the nave and circumferential courses over the 
transept could indicate that the two parts belong to different 
building phases. For this reason, these two groups of major 
vaults will be presented separately.

The great spherical vaults over the nave sprang from 
semicircular arches of unequal height. Indeed, given the 
oblong shape of the bays, the transverse arches spanning 
the nave must have been higher than the arches covering 
the lateral screens. As we have seen, this height difference 
must have complicated the erection of full domes on pen-
dentives over these bays. This problem could have been 
resolved in two ways. The first consisted of raising the apex 
of the narrow arches to the same level as the crown of the 
wide arches. A second solution was to abandon the form of 
the full dome altogether, in favor of a pendentive dome, 
that is, a vault in which pendentives and shallow dome form 
a continuous spherical surface. This solution is observed in 
the west bay of St. Eirene, in the corner bays of the gallery 
of Hagia Sophia, and, probably, in the nave of Basilica B, at 
Philippi.57 

Vault fragments G and H indicate the existence of simi-
lar pendentive domes in the nave of St. John. The peculiar 
structure of these fragments, consisting of arched courses of 
brick, is only found in spherical vaults in which the penden-
tives and the dome are co-spherical. This is hardly surpris-
ing; a shell made of arched brick courses cannot adapt to a 
change of curvature as easily as a shell made of horizontal, 
circumferential courses. It is difficult to imagine how pen-
dentives made of arched courses could form the horizontal 
upper ring required for the erection of a hemispherical 
dome. Pendentives built in this way are more likely to have 
continued above the supporting arches, forming a penden-
tive dome.

The builders maintained that the main, central portion 
of these pendentive domes would be circular, rather than oval 
in plan. This was achieved by giving the pendentive border 
on top of the narrow arches more than twice the thickness of 
the border on top of the wide arches. Thus, four arched sur-
faces of equal height were created, ready to support a penden-
tive dome with a circular plan. Evidence from fragments G 
and H excludes the possibility of the existence of domes built 
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on oval plans, despite the fact that such vaults have often been 
considered the only form adaptable to rectangular bays.58

The interpretation of the same fragments and their 
comparison with similar construction details elsewhere pro-
vided the opportunity to study this unconventional vault 
structure in detail. Like the domes of the mausolea at Side 
and Spalato, the pendentive domes of St. John at Ephesos 
could have consisted of arched courses of brick laid both 
diagonally across the corners of the vault, and parallel to the 
arches (Figure 25). These courses probably formed inter-
locking and superimposed wedge-shaped components 
crowned by arches made of radial bricks. The result would 
have appeared as a network of superimposed segmental 
arches alternating with an infill of arched brick courses.

The vaults surmounting the bays of the transept are 
easier to visualize. The reconstruction proposed in this arti-
cle is based on evidence from pendentive fragments that still 
survive and can be examined in detail. None of these frag-
ments preserves parts of the central portion of the vaults, 
hence the dilemma between pendentive domes and domes 
on pendentives.59 The interpretation of vault fragments A, 
B, and C presented here for the first time, grounded by refer-
ence to the details of spherical vaults in coeval Constantino-
politan churches, resolves this dilemma. Indeed, these 
low-level fragments, and in particular the detail of the con-
nection between pendentives and arches, can be used as 
proof for the overall form of the vaults.

The connection between arches and pendentives in 
vault fragments A and B is identical to the one observed in 
the pendentive domes of St. Eirene and Hagia Sophia. 

However, the equivalent detail in fragment C is typical of a 
full dome on pendentives. Therefore, the major north and 
south vaults of the transept can be visualized as pendentive 
domes and the central vault as a hemispherical dome on pen-
dentives. It would be tempting to reconstruct this central 
vault with a low, external drum pierced by windows, follow-
ing the example of most contemporary vaulted churches. 
The fragments examined suggest that the main shell of the 
transept vaults was built with bricks laid in circumferential 
courses with a gradually increasing inclination from the hori-
zontal. This vault form and structure constitutes a fair inter-
pretation of archaeological evidence, and is credible 
architecturally. Indeed, the prominence of the central dome, 
which constitutes the climax of this vaulting pattern, not only 
echoes the emphasis given to the crossing by the cruciform 
plan, it is also regularly encountered in early Byzantine reli-
gious architecture (Figure 26).

In the shadow of the vast vaulted ceiling that crowned 
the central bays of the church lay the modest secondary vaults, 
which covered the aisles and galleries. The reconstruction of 
the aisle vaults has drawn evidence from two sources: frag-
ment D, their only surviving part, and the aisle vaults of 
Basilica B at Philippi. The groin-like ridge in fragment D has 
been interpreted as an indication for the interpenetration 
between a wide, longitudinal barrel vault and a series of trans-
verse barrel vaults.60 These vaults had a composite structure. 
Their springing consisted of horizontal, oversailing courses 
of brick, while their upper part was built with bricks laid on 
edge. The vertical brick courses of the vaults interlocked 
along the diagonals of each bay, creating groins (Figure 27). 

Figure 25 St. John at Ephesos, nave, 

reconstructed axonometric of pendentive 

domes (author’s drawing)
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Vaults and supporting arches did not form part of the same 
shell. The full-scale reconstruction carried out on site is mis-
leading in this respect. Indeed, as fragment D clearly shows, 
not only was the shell of the aisle vaults separated from the 
arches, it also had a different structure from them—with 
pitched brick courses as opposed to radial ones.

The secondary bays of the east part of the church had 
the same shape and proportions with the ones of the west 
cross arm (with the exception of the external walls, where 
independent columns take the place of pilasters). This, how-
ever, does not automatically suggest that the two parts had 
similar aisle vaults. Even if east and west aisle vaults were 
similar, a variation would have been required in the irregu-
larly shaped bays next to the four piers of the crossing. The 
protrusion of the piers, which gives these spaces an L-shaped 
plan, suggests that each of them was covered by two barrel 
vaults, probably built with pitched bricks, and interlocking 
along a diagonal line of intersection (Figure 28).

The absence of surviving fragments from the shell of the 
gallery vaults limits our knowledge about their structure. 
Nonetheless, the photographs of fragment J are sufficient to 
establish that the vaults of the galleries were different from 
the ones of the aisles.61 They probably consisted of a barrel 
vault springing from a level above the crowns of the support-
ing arches. The comparisons drawn with churches such as 
Hekatontapyliani and Sts. Sergios and Bakchos seem to con-
firm this hypothesis.

This new evidence is crucial for re-visioning the original 
form and structure of one of the most important early 
 Byzantine vaulted churches. Previous reconstructions had 
given many scholars an overall impression of a monument 
with a compartmentalized interior space, consisting of 
domed bays cut off from each other.62 The new reconstruc-
tion challenges this assumption. It appears that the design of 
the vaults of St. John at Ephesos did not emphasize the 

Figure 26 St. John at Ephesos, 

reconstructed axonometric (drawing by 

Carolina Vasilikou and the author)

Figure 27 St. John at Ephesos, reconstructed axonometric of typical 

aisle vault (author’s drawing)
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divisions of the plan. In many cases, the vaults tended to unify 
spaces, which appear clearly demarcated in plan. In the aisles, 
for instance, the use of continuous barrel vaults instead of 
series of cross vaults must have transformed a sequence of 
bays into a continuous space. One might argue that the 
spherical vaults over the central bays, cut off from each other 
by transverse arches, maintained some degree of indepen-
dence. Nonetheless, these vaults, because of their shallow-
ness, must have appeared as a unified design. The only major 
interruption occurred at the crossing. The use of a hemi-
spherical dome must have given this central bay a unique 
vertical emphasis. But this was not meant to separate it from 
the neighboring ones, but to symbolize its role as the climax 
of a space that emanates from a center and unfolds in four 
directions in a fluid movement. This fluidity, combined with 
the clear hierarchical  differentiation between arms and cross-
ing, must have created a complex yet integrative architectural 
experience.

With five major pendentive domes, an enormous hemi-
spherical dome on pendentives, and a large number of 
smaller but remarkably complex secondary vaults, the 
church of St. John displayed a complex vault structure. The 

present reconstruction, the first to explore this structure in 
detail, demonstrates that even identical vaults could have 
different structures. Some spherical vaults had their bricks 
set radially, while others were made with bricks laid in 
arched courses. This reflects the use of different building 
strategies and methods. The spherical vaults over the tran-
sept must have required temporary wooden centering to 
prevent the bricks of the flatter upper portion of the vault 
from sliding off during construction. Although the nave 
vaults had the same shape and materials, the ingenious set-
ting of their bricks must have reduced the necessity for cen-
tering. Indeed, arched brick courses, combined with the 
division of the vault shell in self-supportive units, allowed 
replacing centering with simpler devices, such as movable 
templates. The limitation of temporary support during con-
struction would have been inscribed in a “freehand” method 
of building. It would have required exceptional building 
skills and considerable reliance on the judgment of the 
builders. That most of the vaulted shells of the nave of 
St. John at Ephesos were built in the air, without centering, 
testifies to the workmanship and genius of the church’s early 
Byzantine builders.

Figure 28 St. John at Ephesos, 

reconstructed axonometric of the transept 

aisle vaults showing diagonal intersection 

between barrel vaults (author’s drawing)
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